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Introduction

• Problem:

– Safety-critical IoT applications usually connect to a mobile phone/local hub via Bluetooth,
ZigBee or Wi-Fi and send the data to a cloud service through Internet.

– Resiliency and reliability requirements of IoT applications vary from non-critical (best delivery
efforts) to safety-critical with time-bounded guarantees.

– Network connectivity needs to meet the time-bounded Quality of Service (QoS) and fault-
tolerance guarantees of the applications.

• Approach:

– How to meet IoT applications mixed-criticality QoS requirements using state-of-the-art com-
munication technologies?

– How to utilize multi-communication networks (LPWAN) to meet IoT applications require-
ments (such as message criticality, privacy settings, data length, frequency).

System Model and Usecase

• System Model

– Communication needs of specific applications are declared as message flows.

– A message flow τi is a tuple (Ai, Ci, Ti) where Ai denotes the application to which the
message flow belongs to, Ci denotes the maximum message size (in bytes) and Ti denotes
the minimum interval between subsequent messages of the flow (in seconds).

– App designers decide how many levels of criticality L = Lmax to support, and then to allow
the specification of the QoS requirements of each message flow at each of those levels.

• Usecase
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Fig. 1: Resilient Edge End-to-end System

Table 1: Message flows on an edge device for assisted living facilities
Criticality Level 1 2 3

Applications Message Flow τ C T C T C T
HealthApp 1 fall detection 1000 10 40 20 10 60

" 2 heart monitoring 1000 5 80 10 10 20
" 3 body temperature 30 30 10 120

HomeApp 4 sensor bedroom 40000 10 10 30
" 5 sensor bathroom 80 10 10 30
" 6 sensor lounge/kitchen 40000 10 10 30
" 7 sensor front door 40000 10 10 30
" 8 energy usage 40 3600

• Summary

Fig. 2: System model summary

Multi-Network resource management

• Formulate a criticality-aware QoS allocation problem for each message flow of each application,
of its allowed criticality level of service and its allocated network interface.

• Propose the use of simple bin-packing algorithms and devise criticality-aware best fit (CABF)
and its variant CABFinv

Algorithm 1: Criticality-Aware Best Fit (CABF)
Result: Set of 3-tuples indicating the allocated network and configured criticality level for all

message flows that can be provided service
CABF (T ,Γ)

inputs: set T of message flows, set Γ of networks
output: set Q of 3-tuples q = (τi, γj, L) each of them representing the allocation of a

message flow τi to a network γj at criticality level L
Q← ∅;
for (l = Lmax; l > 0; l = l − 1) do

foreach (q ∈ Q | q(τ ) ∈ Tl ∧ q(L) > l) do
Q← Q− q;
γreloc← BestF it(q(τ ), l,Γ);
if γreloc 6= ∅ then
q ← (τ, γreloc, l);

Q← Q + q;

foreach (τnew ∈ Tl | τnew /∈ Q(τ )) do
γnew ← BestF it(τnew, l,Γ);
if γnew 6= ∅ then
Q← Q + (τnew, γnew, l);

return Q;

Implementation

• A Raspberry Pi model 4 (RPi) is interfaced with Pycom FiPy over UART.

• FiPy provides connectivity to five different networks Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, LoRa, Sigfox and LTE
(CAT-M1/NB-IoT).

• We implemented and simulated the message flow of HealthApp and HomeApp on RPi and
multi-network resource allocator on FiPy respectively.

• A message payload from the applications is written to the RPi UART and read by FiPy continu-
ously to enable the data transfer.

– Sample Message Flow Element Allocation (MFEA) message: MFEA:[’PS’: 41, ’N’:

’Wi-Fi’, ’PE’: 10, ’MF’: ’Kitchen Sensor’, ’CL’: 1]

– Sample message payload: <MessageFlow Name, Criticality level, the payload>

• Receiving messages on cloud:

– We use Tornado to run a HTTP server accepting POST messages.

– Receives messages directly from theFiPy via Wi-Fi, TTN application server via LoRa, Sig-
fox backend via Sigfox and Pybytes via NB-IoT.

Table 2: Experimental Block Diagram

Evaluation

• Both variants of the proposed resource management algorithm (CABF andCABFinv) perform
better than the baseline bin-packing algorithms (first-fit, best-fit, worst-fit).

• We implemented CABFinv to try to provide service to all message flows (rather than focus on
increasing service for the most critical flows).

• For experimentation, we considered

– Criticality-aware allocation of network resources using CABFinv using a number of realistic
scenarios and evaluate the percentage of served requests and the corresponding criticality
levels they were assigned.

* We consider the four available networks have following maximum bandwidths Wi-Fi
(750 Kbps), NB-IoT UL (55 Kbps), LoRa SF7-125KHz (5.47 Kbps) and Sigfox UL
(100 bps).

Table 3: Obtained criticality level (1 | 2 | 3) and network allocation (* Wi-Fi | # LoRa | + Sigfox | - NB-IoT) for motivating
example in FiPy.

Message Flows % flows avg
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 served crit

Requested
Criticality level 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1 level

Network
Interfaces Allocated Criticality Level

Wi-Fi 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 100 1
LoRa 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 100 1.25

NB-IoT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 100 1
Sigfox 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 100 1.625

Wi-Fi + LoRa 1# 1# 1# 1* 1# 1* 1# 1# 100 1
Wi-Fi + Sigfox 1# 1# 1+ 1# 1+ 1# 1# 1+ 100 1
NB-IoT + LoRa 1* 1* 1* 1- 1* 1- 1* 1* 100 1
NB-IoT + Sigfox 1- 1- 1+ 1- 1+ 1- 1- 1+ 100 1

– Time complexity and Context Switching of CABFinv algorithm

* Running CABFinv algorithm on average takes 1300ms whereas on RPi it takes 7.1ms.

* In a networking event (such as Wi-Fi is disconnected), the allocation algorithm
CABFinv has to be executed again and results in time delay due to de-allocation of
old message flows and allocation of new message flows.

* Context switching as the time difference between re-allocation init message written by
FiPy and the re-allocation accept message received by FiPy takes approx 1.3 s to 1.5 s.

– Limitations

* Currently, Resilient Edge does not handle network dynamics (network bandwidth).

* Preliminary decision about the network capacity is based on the network availability and
the network bandwidth at the start.

* Device limitations: Currently, FiPy does not provide Wi-Fi callback. Sigfox and LoRa
are stateless.

* Difficult to generate or simulate network problems during application communication to
evaluate the consequences on the flows (latency, loss, throughput)

Conclusion

• Resiliency and reliability requirements of IoT applications vary from non-critical (best delivery
efforts) to safety-critical with time-bounded guarantees.

• We systematically investigated how to meet these applications mixed-criticality QoS require-
ments in multi-communication networks.

• Our work will help build reliable applications on IoT Edge and provide solutions from the per-
spective of communication networks to improve service quality and fault tolerance on resource-
constrained edge devices.
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